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Note: What follows is a summary of 20 readings that were 
combined into a book titled When Comes the Call, a body 
of work considered by many to be the most foundational 
and contributive of over 10,000 readings given by Al Miner 
and Lama Sing. 

It is the story of the history of the Children of God, includ-
ing the birth and “entrapment” of humanity, and the immi-
nent coming Promise of the return of utter Free Will 
Choice. Free will choice is a term often bantered about and 
believed to varying degrees, though most would not believe 
theirs is the choice over pestilence, disease, geographic or 
societal conditions, and death itself. Yet this and more is 
The Promise: the original truth of absolute and total free-
dom of what one experiences. In order to more fully under-
stand this promise, one needs to understand what happened 
to the original state of Freedom. 

The purpose of this summary is because some found the 
book When Comes the Call difficult to follow. Perhaps this 
little summary will whet your appetite for the detail that 
can be found in the book. At the least, it offers a brief histo-
ry of our lineage from the Beginning. 





〰〰〰 

Imagine that you are Consciousness. 

You have only this one awareness ... 

that you are at peace 

and that you are. 

〰〰〰 

Within the loving Darkness the Children of God are 

born, emerging in the awareness of themselves, of one an-

other, and of the utter preciousness of each as a Divine ex-

pression of God. They rejoice and celebrate their discovery 

of themselves and of each other, and then become aware 

that something lies beyond. God gives them all the greatest 

gift after life itself - Free Will.  

Some choose, then, to set out to explore the movement 

of the living Darkness into the Light: the Expression of 

God.  



Others choose to remain Home in the Darkness: the 

Embrace of God.  

Those who choose to remain Home know the essences, 

the Color, of God as God expands; those who choose to 

explore experience the Color. 

In that which lies beyond Home is the Nothingness and 

the All, the Sacred Silence and the Word going forth, the 

breath and the expression of God. At the “far edge” is the 

billowing, rolling Color of God – pure potential – ever and 

ever expanding.  

Throughout the All, as at Home, the knowing of the 

Children of God to be precious expressions of God is also 

ever expanding. 

Those Children who have moved out to experience the 

expression of God soon discover how to shape the very 

Color of God. Among these who choose to experience is 

One who chooses to remain in the embrace simultaneously! 

Meaning that, no matter how far out this One explores, He 

has chosen to do so ever in the complete Consciousness and 

experience of the Presence of God. So brilliant is He in the 

ease of His steadfastness, in His peaceful oneness with 



God, that the Light of His own presence wherever he goes 

is as brilliant as the very Light of God. He comes to be 

known as the Shining One. There are Brethren who journey 

with Him who are, likewise, as dedicated to ever being 

present with God. 

The Children move further and further out into expres-

sion, each time returning joyfully to tell God and their 

brethren of their experiences. 

A few of the Children who are learning to create with 

essences of God, so enjoying the wonder of their experi-

ences, have the thought to return a gift to God of their own 

making, a sort of mirror image in miniature of God's own 

unfolding creation.  

These brothers and sisters decide that, while they carry 

on with creating their gift, they will sequester themselves 

away from the knowing of God and all others, an impossi-

bility but they do so anyway within the gift of the Universal 

Law of Free Will. Though they believe (and thus it this so 

for them, these certain brothers and sisters) that they are 



building their creation in secret, all others know separation 

is impossible, and so this place where some of the brothers 

and sisters are creating comes to be known as the place-

that-cannot-be, or the No-Place.  

The intention to be sequestered wraps, veil-like, veil 

after veil and inter-between after inter-between, all about 

the brothers and sisters, sequestering them (only because 

they believe it to be so) from all that lies beyond. 

It comes to be known among all the other Children that 

the brothers and sisters who have gone off to “be alone” in 

their creative works are moving so deep into the allure of 

being creators that they are forgetting more and more the 

true Source of all creation. They are coming to believe that 

their tiny mirror image, albeit also ever expanding, is all 

there is.  

Some of the Children become curious about what is 

being created and go to find their brothers and sisters. This 

intent is led by Yo-El. The Light of Yo-El’s intent creates a 

sort of pathway before him for him and others joining him 

to follow. 

Nearly immediately, they are stopped in their journey 



by the veils that are binding those within the No-Place in 

their intent to be alone in their creation.  

Coming up against this stuns Yo-El and the others, for 

they have never experienced anything before that intends 

separateness. So, Yo-El and the others leave to ask God 

about this upsetting curiosity. 

God tells them that it is not as Yo-El and the others be-

lieve… not that these brothers and sisters are actually in-

tending to be separate, only that they do not wish to be dis-

turbed in their creating: 

“It is wondrous, is it not. They have constructed 

their world in such a way that they can be a part of my 

creative energy while, seemingly, apart from it,” God 

tells them.  

He then tells them,  

“As you come upon something unknown to you, 

remember me and I will know it with you and, together, 

we shall always find gladness in our journeys. And al-

ways remember, too… You have my gift of Choice. If 

you find that something does not gladden you within, 

deny it not nor judge it. Simply decide your joy is else-



where and be about that joy.” 

Some who are present do as God has said… They con-

sider their choices and, deciding that their joy is not with 

the creating taking place in the No-Place, leave the group.  

Those who are left, for the first time, have a feeling, a 

missing-thing.  

Knowing this, God tells them to remember that all are, 

ever, one. Then God leaves the Children to the experience 

of their own choosing. 

The Children consider what God has just given, that 

there is only Oneness, and they consider their brothers and 

sisters deep in their experience of separateness.  

Out of deep love for them, the Children construct the 

memory of Oneness around them in order that, should these 

brothers and sisters ever wish it, the gift of Oneness is only 

a choice away.  

God knows of their loving intent, their construction, 

and sends them His laughter: 

“Ah, Children, your loving intention to embrace 

your brothers and sisters in the knowing that we are 

ever one has inadvertently created another impossibili-



ty, a structure similar to their veils around this Place-

That-Cannot-Be.”  

The Children laugh at what they have done, and then 

turn to see the beauty of their intent in form. They decide to 

call their gift the Heaven-Place. 

After this, greater awareness and honor that they 

should not violate in any way the choices of their brothers 

and sisters in the No-Place, Yo-El leads the Children who 

have remained with him back to observe the creation that is 

taking place.  

They move through veil after veil and interbetween 

after interbetween before coming to a loosely forming 

structure that is coming to be known as the Earth-Place.  

Yo-El notes that the creations have not been given 

freedom as have all of God’s creations elsewhere, and it 

seems to him, therefore, that God must be absent. He and 

the others call out, asking God about this. 

 God summons Yo-El and the Children from through-

out all of Consciousness, any who are willing, Home. Even 



some from deep within the No-Place feel the loving sum-

mons and instantly return Home. 

Touching all present with the Light of His love, God 

places a gift within each, a proclamation:  

“I am ever with you. This shall, and ever shall, be.”  

He then instructs them all to find joy in one another’s 

choices. They dance about one another in full comprehen-

sion and celebration of this wondrous gift. 

Yo-El recognizes one from the Earth-Place to be a 

brother known as Il-Em. Yo-El goes to him and, Il-Em, rec-

ognizing Yo-El, rushes to him and their energies become 

one.  

Then, Il-Em invites Yo-El and the Children with him 

back to the Earth-Place to see what they are now creating. 

All agree and Il-Em excitedly leads them to where they can 

observe from within the veil just beyond the Earth-Place.  

While Il-Em is excited and proud of the accomplish-

ments, Yo-El and the others are stunned. The brothers and 

sisters in the Earth-Place have fashioned forms around the 

Light of their spirit given to them by God! To the forms, 

they have attached appendages with which they reach out 

to take of the essences of God to create other various forms. 

Some have somehow managed to entreat another to climb 



into their creations. The ones inside these creations appear 

unable to escape, while the creators do not seem to notice. 

Newly arriving brothers and sisters are learning and joining 

in with these ways.  

Yo-El and the Children honor Il-Em and his joy as best 

they can, as God has taught them, and they tell him they’ll 

leave them to their creations. Il-Em happily returns to his 

creating as Yo-El and the others rush away. 

They are met in the beyond by the Shining One and 

His Brethren. He reminds Yo-El and the others of their in-

tent of love when they created the Heaven-Place. Then he 

calls their attention to another creation.  

Near the Heaven-Place is a beautiful thoughtform. All 

throughout this thoughtform, this “place”, are brethren who 

are also creating with the essences of God, but here the cre-

ations remain free and the Light of their own spirit has not 

been covered over.  

The Children are in wonder as they hear God explain: 

“What you bring to a thing is what it becomes for 

you. It forms as you believe it to be. This is always so. 

It is you who allow it, or nay.  



“This realm is pure. These brothers and sisters 

moved here from the No-Place when they saw what 

was happening to the original intent of goodness there. 

They do not judge. They have merely chosen to create 

here in peace, ever honoring the freedom I have in-

tended for all creation. And ever in their experiencing 

here they are aware that they can be with me whenever 

they choose. Some have returned and remain with me. 

Others move to and fro.” 

The Shining One tells them, “While these brethren 

here play in and with the gifts of God in imitation and in 

discovery as do their brothers and sisters in the No-Place, 

they do so in Oneness, not in the illusion of separateness.  

“I and my Brethren often come here, for when a great 

call is issued from within the No-Place, these brothers and 

sisters will join with many others who will move into the 

No-Place to open the way for those who have forgotten.  

The Shining One invites the Children to return with 

Him to the Earth-Place, where they see that, just since 

they’ve been away, much has transpired.  

Yo-El is struck that the Light of the spirit of these 

brothers and sisters is now completely hidden. Few now 

can recognize or remember the Light of Spirit in another.  



The Shining One knows the sorrow of Yo-El and the 

Children. “Though they have, indeed, forgotten, theirs is 

nonetheless a love seeking to better know itself.  This feel-

ing you have – that God is not – is an illusion. It was creat-

ed in and sustained throughout the Earth-Place because 

they wish to understand, to truly know, what it is to be one 

with God by experiencing being apart from Him. As they 

search and seek to remember, give them your love.” 

Yo-El and the Children leave and move off into the All 

to simply be in the Peace of God.  

After awhile, one of great golden brilliance comes to 

them. He is the Guardian of the Way. He urges them to 

pause in their be-ing to listen.  

Yo-El hears something, feels something, that tugs at 

him. When he asks about this, the Guardian simply tells 

Yo-El to know it for himself, that he only came to bring the 

choice to Yo-El’s attention.  

Yo-El and the Children follow that which tugs at them, 

and find themselves at the edge of the Heaven-Place. They 

are met by some of the Shining One’s Brethren. These 

Brethren are still shining in their essence but they have tak-



en on form similar to the brothers and sisters in the Earth-

Place. Yo-El asks about this and they explain that this is so 

that, when the brothers and sisters begin to depart the 

Earth-Place and come to the Heaven-Place for rest, that the 

presence of the Brethren will be more or less familiar and 

will not alarm them.  

Yo-El asks about what he is hearing that is calling to 

him. The Brethren explain that there are some who are 

wanting to leave the No-Place but they have lost their way. 

Yo-El asks how this is possible, since it was their free 

choice to be there and, if they choose to leave it, why they 

don’t simply do so.  

The Shining One appears and explains. “They have 

built a belief of separation so powerful that they now know 

only this. It is a no-thing but they believe it to be a thing, 

and thus it is. They no longer remember that they are free. 

Deep within, they remember something. It urges them so 

much that they wish to know what it is, to go to it, but be-

cause they do not remember how to find their way out of 

the illusion, they call.” 

Yo-El asks how he and his brethren can help and is 

told that this can’t be given to him, that he would need to 

experience it for himself, so they go back into the No-Place 



towards the Earth-Place.  

Along the way they come upon some brothers and sis-

ters in one of the veils who are calling out while haphazard-

ly zigzagging all about. Yo-El goes up to one of the callers 

to ask what he is doing but the caller doesn’t hear, so Yo-El 

shines the Light of his loving intent to the caller. This stirs 

the caller into a pause of sorts, which, in turn, stirs the oth-

ers who had been chaotically moving all about, calling. 

Immediately, Yo-El and the Children gather up all the 

callers and rush them out of the No-Place.  

Once they are settled and the Light of their spirit is re-

turning, Yo-El recognizes a caller and goes up to him. 

The caller searches the one before him and asks softly, 

“Is it you, my brother?”  

Yo-El answers. “Yes, Il-Em, it is I.” 

Their Lights become as one, and then the Children 

gather around the callers as Il-Em tells of many things that 

have been transpiring in the Earth-Place. He shares how, at 

first, his brothers and sisters intended simply to celebrate 

God with each new creation. But then, they began to want 

their creations to the very best, and so they compared and 



competed for recognition until they actually began destroy-

ing each other’s creations.  

When Il-Em is finished recounting, his essence begins 

to do a weeping-thing. Suddenly, God is in their midst.  

Il-Em rushes to God, and God embraces him and tells 

him that He was always there with Il-Em. It was only Il-

Em’s choice to make the distance seem real: 

“But you remembered and called out, and now the 

illusion is no more and we are as we were in the be-

ginning.”  

Il-Em’s weeping-thing begins to subside and Yo-El 

goes to him. “You remembered God?”  

Il-Em answers, “Deep within, I remembered some-

thing, but we had to use care, for those who did not wish us 

to believe in that which was beyond the Earth-Place would 

gather upon us with such force that we could not muster 

sufficient to resist… and so… we became as theirs.”  

Yo-El and the others are stunned.  

A group who had been with Yo-El rushes away, calling 

back, “They cannot do this! This is not righteous. We will 

rescue those who are being dominated.”  

The others remaining call after them but it is too late. 

The rescuers are gone.  



The Children start to do the missing and weeping-

things, but Il-Em warns them, “Do not give it life. If you 

give it life, if you give it your sorrow, I tell you, it grows 

with swiftness until it seems to take on a beingness of its 

own, and before you are aware of it, you come to know that 

it is within you! So you desperately try to bring it out, real-

izing that you allowed it into you, but the more you try, the 

more you also realize that it has gained such a power that 

you finally give up trying to rid yourself of it.” 

Again, the Children are stunned. They move into their 

Light within to balance with what they have just been giv-

en. 

When they have returned the Peace of God to them-

selves, Yo-El and Il-Em speak with them of how they might 

safely retrieve the rescuers, knowing the rescuers have 

placed themselves in grave danger in order to save the 

brothers and sisters who have, seemingly, lost the power of 

their will.  

The Shining One appears now and shows them how to 

use an energy intent to move instantly in and out and all 

about the No-Place without disturbing, without violating, 

the right of free will choice of those within. So Yo-El, Il-

Em, and these Children move, within the energy Intent, to 



the Earth-Place to find the rescuers.  

There, they discover how the combined thought of 

those brothers and sisters who intend to dominate, to con-

trol, has taken on another kind of energy. This energy, hov-

ering about, luring, influencing the brothers and sisters into 

its fold, is known in Consciousness as the massmind-thing. 

From within the energy Intent, moving about the 

Earth-Place without disturbing their choices, the Children 

hear a weak call. They follow it finally locate the rescuers. 

The rescuers are all inside a sort of residence. They 

have resisted the influence of the massmind-thing, and 

here, within this dwelling, they are doing all they know to 

do to not be discovered by those who would intend them 

harm, for the insidious massmind-thing guides the discov-

ery and influences the destruction of the intent for freedom 

from it by any who who begin to remember.  

Yo-El knows he must go to the rescuers. He and Il-Em 

and another leave the Intent, They cover their Light with 

stuff of the earth, taking on the forms of the brothers and 

sisters, and go to the rescuers. Those remaining in the In-

tent extend their own intention of safety, their Light, dis-

guising it as best they can, to this rescue. The three make it 

inside the dwelling but not without suspicion by a growing 



group that is beginning to gather around the residence.  

Inside, before the rescuers, Il-Em and Yo-El nod to one 

another, grasp some of the particles covering themselves, 

and slowly part the covering. The rescuers gasp and call 

out, some trembling, others falling to the ground, their bod-

ies heaving, as they remember.  

The Light of Yo-El and Il-Em is starting to leak outside 

the structure. Seeing this, great numbers of brothers and 

sisters come rushing towards it, led by the silently provok-

ing massmind-thing. They are yelling, cursing, attempting 

to combat the Light, and somehow having discovered the 

lines of Light from those in the Intent, are pulling on them. 

In all this and more, they are attempting to cause the Light 

to not-be!  

Within the structure, Yo-El speaks to the rescuers with 

authority. “You must choose now!” All but one shed their 

forms and rush to be embraced, colliding with each other in 

a mighty burst of Light. Yo-El moves to the remaining one. 

She is doing that weeping-thing. “I so very dearly love my 

brothers and sisters here in the Earth-Place. How can I 

leave them behind?”  

Yo-El extends his Light to Her until She feels a memo-

ry from what seems so long ago. Remembering the Shining 



One and wishing to be reunited with Him, She frees Herself 

from Her form.  

Instantly, the rescuers are rushed into the Intent and, in 

a flash of brilliance, to cursing from the brothers and sis-

ters, the Intent and all within are gone, as the massmind-

thing retreats, groping about for what it had nearly claimed 

as its own.  

Beyond the No-Place, Yo-El and the others are gath-

ered with the rescuers. God is suddenly in their midst:  

“You have given all that you knew to give and 

have done so without violating the Law: that the will 

and choice is ever free.  

You have also come to the Knowing that, when you 

seek such a work in my name, it is very, very good for 

you to remember that we are one. Henceforth, then, do 

all you do in oneness with me, not of yourselves 

alone.” God then leaves them to their wonder. 

All are gazing at each other in awe, reliving what has 

just transpired. They pledge their Oneness to one another 

and to ever bear the Truth of God’s Love.  



The Guardian then comes before them. “What you 

pledge shall be a part of what is known as the Living Prom-

ise, that wherever one calls out unto God, there shall be the 

answer in His name. I, as the Guardian of the Way, shall 

ever be with you in this.” 

They return Home.  

The rescuers share their experience with God and with 

the others. And they each affirm, before God and all, the 

Knowing of their uniquely personal inner Light that is of 

such profound and unending beauty.  

They Know this to such a completeness that they are 

now just as the Shining One: They can be wherever they 

choose and in whatever experience, event, or capacity, 

without ever leaving the Truth of who they are and the 

Knowing of the presence of God. These who have known 

the illusion of entrapment and have returned to the Truth 

come to be known as the Elders, in recognition and honor 

of their accomplishment. They represent this “path of re-

turn” to any who would so choose it.  

〰〰〰 







Three Pertinent Excerpts  

From Earlier Lama Sing Works 

“In those times long past your present time (indeed, 

hundreds of thousands of Earth years prior to the present) a 

soul group came upon a much larger group that was cen-

tered around the works being done by another group of 

souls who had entered a realm, a place of consciousness, 

which has since become named Earth.   

“In that time so long ago, the souls in the conscious-

ness of Earth were struggling to understand their inner 

power. They knew themselves to be Children of God, and 

they knew therefore that they had considerable power. 

What they did not know was how they might use this pow-

er … if there were limits and in what ways they might ex-

press themselves as individual souls in this realm.   

“All of these activities came about during that time 

when the Earth was in a state of change, geologically 

speaking. The spirit of God expressed as the force of nature 

was active and creating and shifting in order to balance the 

Earth to make it more pleasant and livable for these souls. 

Unbeknownst to the souls themselves, this was taking 



place. All they saw, you see, was the result of God's work.  

“The souls in the Earth consciousness began to create 

all manner of things, becoming very involved with what 

they were doing. They were concentrating so intensely 

upon their work that they gradually began to forget who 

they were and what their potential is. They were creating 

things, plants, animals, and often these things would be-

come a focal point such that these souls would actually, in a 

spiritual form or in basic energy form, enter into their cre-

ations. The reason they did so was to understand what it felt 

like. They wanted to know how it felt to be a tree, an ani-

mal, or any other thing that they may have created. This 

was the second step, so to say, away from the God con-

sciousness.   

“The creations of these souls began to interact with one 

another on the very material level. In other words, for ex-

ample, the animals began to interact with one another, with 

the souls within them. See? So it was actually the souls in-

teracting with one another as animals or as their own cre-

ations.   

“The greater soul group had observed all of this activi-

ty and became concerned about their brothers and sisters 



who were now in the Earth realm so deeply involved in it 

that they had forgotten who and what they were. The con-

cern on the part of this very large soul group was that if this 

continued and if more and more souls went to the Earth and 

became involved in these activities (which seemed to some 

to be nothing more than a wonderful game at that time), 

that they would not be able to find their way back. Already 

they could see that some souls were acting more like the 

animals than themelves. A sense of competitiveness, where 

they tried to outdo one another to create larger and better 

creations began to evolve, too.   

“This greater soul group was centered around several 

souls who were thought of as leaders, but one was thought 

of in the primary sense. This one was later to become called 

Amelius and also had, throughout time, a number of other 

names. Here we find that Amelius developed a plan, an ap-

proach, that would not violate God's Universal Laws (the 

Laws that protect the rights and choices of others) but 

would, by being an example, enable the souls now caught 

up in their own creation to become free.” 

〰 



“So it unfolded, not only on Earth but elsewhere, in 

this realm and that, and the concern grew. It also became 

apparent that, at this point, the group of observers could no 

longer perceive its outcome. They considered returning to 

the center of Consciousness, which is God. They consid-

ered all manner of potential solutions and alternatives. But 

they remembered, and they remembered with joy and un-

qualified love. That love was borne equally to each and 

every one of the experimenters, who were now calling upon 

the elements to outdo one another and devising means by 

which one could consume, literally, the other’s creation. 

“The groups of observers who had not yet entered into 

the firmament remembered what God had sent forth to 

cause creation to unfold: His Word. They knew it to be that 

eternal Light that would, when sought by any individual 

soul, be capable of guiding that soul and all souls back to 

their True nature. And they created their song in accordance 

with God’s Laws, and in an act of profound love and utter 

grace taken from God Himself, they placed this song within 

the center each of their brethren, so that no depth of finite-

ness could be accomplished wherefrom they could not find 

their way back to God. That even in the utter depths of 

darkness, there would be this Song of Light within them.” 



〰 

“And so there was this very large group of souls, with-

in which there are many smaller groups, each of which hav-

ing chosen specific unique works that they feel best suited 

for and which bring them the greatest joy, whose intent in-

cluded to learn how to deal with the relationships between 

humans, that they might help one person to another and in-

dividuals to groups find joy in themselves and in one an-

other, overlooking any shortfalls, any limitations, anything 

that wasn't perhaps as beautiful as the next, and to help 

eliminate this sense of competitiveness, this sense of trying 

to be better than the next and the next.   

“For as each would understand themselves to be indi-

vidual and that God had created them to be Unique, that 

this Uniqueness was a joy to God, and that efforts to be 

something other than self would be, in essence, going 

against God's perfect plan, this work on the part of these 

souls was and is a very valuable contribution to the greater 

soul group, a group which might be well called the Sons 

and Daughters of the Law of One.  See?” 



〰 



____________________________________________ 

“As you see your own Light growing and look about 

you and see the appearance of darkness also growing and 

habits of old being re-ignited, do not dwell in this, for know 

yours to be the greater opportunity and theirs to be the last 

vestiges of antiquity.  

“The Earth and those spheres adjacent to her are now 

rising upon a crescent of Light in this, the Great Cycle. 

Those who cannot pass through the portal of Light will not 

endure. They will not die, they will not be destroyed. But 

there will be the division according to the Law as those 

who progress and raise their conscious levels of acceptance 

of their True spiritual nature shall move and dwell in joyous 

harmony and plenty.”    

 -Lama Sing 

___________________________________________ 
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The	Al	Miner/Lama	Sing	Readings	Volumes	
	 (Coming	soon	-	Volumes	of	the	complete	works) 



About Al Miner     

A chance hypnosis session in 1973 began Al’s tenure 
as the channel for Lama Sing. Since then, nearly 10,000 
readings have been given in a trance state answering tech-
nical and personal questions on such topics as science, 
health and disease, history, geophysical, spiritual, philo-
sophical, metaphysical, past and future times, and much 
more. The validity of the information has been substantiat-
ed and documented by research institutions and individuals, 
and those receiving personal readings continue to refer oth-
ers to Al’s work based on the accuracy and integrity of the 
information in their readings. In 1984, St. Johns University 
awarded Al an honorary doctoral degree in parapsychology. 

In addition to private and public readings for individu-
als and groups, Al conducted a variety of field research 
projects, as well as workshops and lectures. He was ever 
dedicated to the concept that the best of all guidance is that 
which comes from within. On July 27, 2018, Al peacefully 
returned to life beyond finiteness. The last reading he gave 
was July 8, finishing the remaining questions that had been 
submitted by various members of the public. It is among 
three videoed readings and can be viewed on the website:  

www.lamasing.org

http://www.lamasing.org

